Tennis Match Results
Notre Dame vs Indiana University
Feb 01, 2020 at Bloomington, Ind. (IU Tennis Center)

Indiana University 4, Notre Dame 3

**Singles competition**
1. #5 RICHARD CIAMARRA (ND) def. Bennett Crane (IU) 6-2, 7-6 (7-2)
2. #102 AXEL NEFVE (ND) def. Zac Brodney (IU) 2-6, 6-1, 6-0
3. Carson Haskins (IU) def. TRISTAN MCCORMICK (ND) 4-6, 6-3, 6-4
4. Patrick Fletchall (IU) def. MATT GAMBLE (ND) 6-2, 6-2
5. Luka Vukovic (IU) def. CONNOR FU (ND) 7-5, 6-4
6. Vikash Singh (IU) def. MATTHEW CHE (ND) 6-3, 6-4

**Doubles competition**
1. AXEL NEFVE/TRISTAN MCCORMICK (ND) def. Bennett Crane/Zac Brodney (IU) 6-3
2. MATT GAMBLE/RICHARD CIAMARRA (ND) def. William Piekarsky/Carson Haskins (IU) 6-4
3. Payam Ahmadi/Patrick Fletchall (IU) vs. MATTHEW CHE/PAUL GOTA (ND) 5-3, unfinished

Match Notes:
Notre Dame 2-3
Indiana University 3-2
Order of finish: Doubles (1,2); Singles (4,1,5,6,2,3)